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Abstract
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The neutral beam injection (NBI) system on Wendelstein 7-X was upgraded from two to four 
sources in the first high heat flux divertor campaign. This resulted in more than a doubling of the 
injected power as compared to the previous campaign, due to improvements in neutralization 
efficiency. The additional two sources were located in the complementary beam line of W7-X, 
allowing for some new diagnostic capabilities including coherence imaging charge exchange 
recombination spectroscopy. The high mirror, standard, low mirror, low iota, and low shear 
magnetic configurations were all explored with up to five seconds of neutral beam duration. In the 
standard magnetic configuration, stationary ion temperatures of 2 keV were achieved via neutral 
beam injection. Scaling from one to three NBI sources show a beneficial non-linear scaling in the 
stored energy and density. An initial line integrated density of at least 5 × 1010 m−2 was required 
for density peaking to occur. Reintroduction of electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) into 
such discharges suggested that ECRH power and magnetic configuration play a strong role in the 
density pump-out and resulting changes in turbulence. 



• In the previous campaign W7-X was upgrade from two to four neutral beam sources 
• Stellarator symmetric sources to those of previous campaign. 
• Five seconds of heating achieved in many magnetic configurations.

Introduction
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Upgrades to the NBI on W7-X expanded capabilities
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• Improvements to calorimetry 
• Heat shield thermography system implemented 
• Second box expanded system capabilities 

• Doubling of nominal heating power 
• Passive subtraction of active FIDA now possible 
• CICERS system views second beam line 
• Balanced beam injection now possible



• Inclusion of low pressure water cooled components allows for complete calorimetry 
• Slow time rise requires curve fit temperature rise (over 90 seconds) 
• Allows for 95% energy inventory of the neural beam box 
• Tuning of neutralizer gas flow resulted in higher beam power 1.8MW -> 2.2 MW

Calorimetry was improved from previous campaigns
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• Calorimetry of both the calorimeter and ion dump plates confirms an upward shift 
• Present in spectroscopic data as well 
• Modeling of source is a Ph.D. topic of Lucas van Ham.

Clear evidence of W7-X main field shifting neutral beam
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• Two color pyrometers provide temperature measurements for each beam footprint on wall. 
• Thermocouple data shows slow temperature rise after discharge. 
• Source 6 thermocouple shows a possible upward shift of beam

A new heat shield thermography system was commissioned
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Experiments with NBI fall into three categories
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• NBI into ECRH plasmas 
• 2 MW of ECRH + NBI (used for pulse length extensions) 

• Pure NBI discharges 
• ECRH startup followed by switch to NBI 

• ECRH reintroduction discharges 
• Pure NBI discharges where ECRH is brought back in



• Standard configurations shows the greatest rise in diamagnetic energy for minimal density rise. 

• Loss of density control in Low shear, and high mirror configurations (2 MW of ECRH)

Neutral beam injection was performed into a variety of 
magnetic configurations
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• Thomson density consistent with line integrated density 
• CXRS shows 600 eV enhancement of ion temperature for 4 seconds.

Ti clamping broke in standard configuration
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• Density rise shows a strongly non-linear behavior with number of NBI sources 
• Stored energy shows a continual doubling (non-linear) 
• Possible confinement transition present

Scaling of NBI heating power shows a positive trend
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• Below 5x1019 m-2 no strong density peaking is seen 
• Core peaking appears when density rises above 9x1019 m-2

In pure NBI discharges the initial density plays a role
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• Limiter shows strongest density rise and largest diamagnetic energy 
• Low mirror shows multiple changes in slope of density (peaking changes?)

Pure NBI discharges show a strong dependence on magnetic 
configuration
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• Between 1.5 and 2 MW of ECRH density pump out begins 
• Feedback of ECRH power on density could be a path to steady-state high performance.

Impact of ECRH on pure NBI discharges was investigated in 
detail
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• FMM limiter configuration achieves very high performance. 
• ECRH threshold for density pump out appears configuration dependent

Reintroduction of ECRH is a strong function of magnetic 
configuration
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• In OP2.1 a second neutral beam line was brought online, significantly extending the heating 
power and capabilities of W7-X. 

• Improvements to calorimetry confirmed an increase in neutralized power to 2.2 MW 
• An upward shift of the beams linked to the main field of W7-X was measured 
• A heat shield thermography system was demonstrated and commissioned 
• Experiments with up to three sources were performed 

• Ti > 2 keV was achieved in the standard configuration 
• Experiments with three sources show a positive scaling with source number 
• Pure-NBI discharges showed a strong sensitivity to initial plasma conditions 
• ECRH reintroduction experiments show a subtle sensitivity to ECRH power 

• Future experiments will explore high density operation

Conclusions and outlook
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